
The Naval Postgraduate School’s annual Warfare
Innovation Workshop acts as an innovation engine,
leveraging operationally-focused students and defense-
oriented faculty at the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) to
address complex fleet issues – from technical to ethical
and from concept-generation to experimentation. Small
teams of early career professionals from the fleet, Navy
labs, industry, and academia with diverse experience
levels and perspectives spend three and a half days
rapidly generating concepts of employment and evaluate
risk within a future conflict scenario. Government, military,
industry, and academic leaders vet these ideas before
disseminating results back to Naval leadership.

September 2021 Workshop Quick Look
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How might emerging technologies, new operational concepts, and alternative fleet designs contribute to a 
more effective naval force across the spectrum from competition to conflict? 

How do the alternative fleet designs enhance the effectiveness and resilience of joint, combined 
and coalition forces across all domains? 

WIC 2021 Scenario:  Hybrid War 2045

2021 Design Challenge

Event Description

This rapid concept generation workshop was held 20-23 September 2021 and included nearly 130 participants
attending either on the NPS campus in Monterey or on the NPS “Virtual Campus” via MS Teams.
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2021 Selected Concepts
Six Concept Generation Teams were facilitated through a two-day rapid concept 
generation process. From the concepts they presented the following were selected as 
concepts of interest:

KEY TAKEAWAYS:

Human in the Loop Machine Learning – using human decision making in 
wargaming multiple tactical situations to farm a data base for supervised 
machine learning

Leveraging the Undersea Environment – across the spectrum of competition 
and warfare by creating sea floor infrastructure and capability now

Autonomy in Sustainment – sustainment, repair, and replacement through 
unmanned system platforms with additive manufacturing capability

Future Fleet Design – a future fleet of “forward” high risk offensive and primarily 
unmanned systems with a more traditional sea control and defense force 
currently found in our carrier strike group capabilities.

CONCEPTS OF INTEREST – 2021 
WARRANTS NEW WORK: 

Enders GAM2E: generative architecture for military and machine execution; through 
reevaluate processes and incorporate AI-enabled technology to optimize human 
machine teaming

Shallow Submarine: small diesel-powered littoral vessel, increased carrying capacity 
and shallow dive capability

The Kelp Road Initiative: network of distributed hardware and undersea 
infrastructure; intermediate force capability leveraging the undersea environment in 
the competition phase. 

JUJITSU “Belts”: joint undersea just-in-time surfacing units; humanitarian (Blue Belt), 
intermediate conflict (Green Belt), and full-scale A2AD conflict (Red Belt)

MORPHEUS: virtual training environment; virtualized capabilities

RoAM Boat: robotic autonomous manufacturing vessel for production, maintenance, 
and repair shop; additive manufacturing “mother ship”

ENHANCING WORK UNDERWAY: lightly manned autonomous combat capability 
(LMACC), fast WiG effect sea plane, CSG resilience, SoS network

All concepts presented will be included in full workshop report.
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Next Steps

Six concept generation teams presented over a dozen concepts generated over two days of
focused work on the design challenge for “Hybrid Force 2045” – this NPS NWSI Warfare Innovation
Continuum Workshop co-sponsored by CRUSER. In this first ever hybrid workshop held concurrently on both the
NPS campus in Monterey and the NPS “Virtual Campus” via MS Teams, we had nearly 130 active participants from
NPS, industry, OPNAV, civilian academia, the Fleet, systems commands, and international participants from Ecuador,
Romania, the United Kingdom, and Australia. Concept generation teams composed of NPS students, civilian
engineers, and researchers with diverse perspectives addressed issues related to future force design to maximize
mission capabilities. We also had two U.S. only teams working on the NPS campus in Monterey in classified spaces
on related challenges. Equal in significance to the concept outcomes was the opportunity to build and grow
networks between NPS students and faculty, warfare center personnel, and industry engineers.

Four Discovery Panels included speakers from across NPS, the warfare centers, industry, and allied partner nations.
We hope these presentations and the conversations they inspired will carry on well after the workshop experience.
Our next step will be to synthesize all the concepts provided by the teams into a final report for distribution to our
own researchers and NWSI stakeholders. This report will inform the new NWSI Task Force Hybrid Force 2045, and
will influence NPS capstone classes, research topics, experimentation, the SEA project, wargaming, prototyping and
theses over the remaining nine months of the Warfare Innovation Continuum “Hybrid Force 2045”.

A full final report 
will be available by 
November 2021. 
Email nwsi@nps.edu
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About Us

NWSI accelerates & enhances warfare concept &
capability development via interdisciplinary research
& education.

WIC uses classroom projects, theses, and research
to advance naval concepts, assess technologies and
develop tactics while enhancing our students’
educational, research, and combat skills.

CRUSER aligns academic coursework, military
research and institutional focus around robotics and
unmanned systems through operational
experimentation, educational ventures, technical
symposia and concept-generation workshops.

NPS increases officer combat effectiveness
via compelling, relevant, & sustainable
higher education & research.
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“The open and collaborative networking 
environment was very refreshing.  No matter the 

rank or background of individuals they were 
open to discussions of all kinds and genuinely 

interested in helping.  That was one of the most 
rewarding parts of the WIC for me, making new 
and lasting connections with my team members, 

facilitators, and mentors.” – B. McNelly, 
Mechanical Engineer JHU/APL
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